Abstract-This paper examines the problem of performing automatic real-time detection of flash eye defects (redeye) in the firmware of a digital camera. Several different algorithms are compared, timing and memory requirements on several embedded architectures are presented. A discussion on advanced in-camern techniques to improve on standard algorithms is also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flash eye-defects continue to be the most frequent problem encountered by users of digital cameras and related imaging appliances. They occur due to reflections within a subject's eye and typically manifest themselves in a digital image as a reddish region where the black pupil of the subject's eye wodd normally appear. The unnatural glowing red of an eye is due to internal reflections from the vascular membrane behind the retina, which is rich in blood vessels.
This phenomenon is well understood to be caused in part by a small angle between the flash of the camera and the lens of the camera. This angle has decreased with the miniaturization of cameras with integral flash capabilities. This trend will continue with the continued miniaturization of cameras and the incorporation of flash units in next-generation camera-phones.
U. AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF EYE-DEFECT Currently, although desktop image processing software programs incorporate functions to allow the correction of eyedefects these programs require significant user-input both to identify the eye-defects and to manage the subsequent correction of these. Some automated techniques have also been presented in the literature and in the patent prior art. These will be reviewed, in particular with a view to evaluating the algorithmic complexity, speed, memory requirements and overall performance. Some of the best-known techniques include:
A. Face Detection Algorithms
Algorithms which employ face detection and/or eye detection techniques prior to testing for an eye-defect. Unfortunately such algorithms are computationally quite intensive and even state-of art face detectors are hard-pressed to manage I5 bs on high-end desktop computers. For incamera applications they are currently impractical.
B. Neural Network and other "Trained" Algorithms Training algorithms which employ techniques such as neural networks, and require substantial training data sets. Algorithms of this type have been described in the prior art and they are reasonably effective for general purpose detection of flashdefects. However most such techniques are typically not easily separable into modular subprocesses due to the non-linearity of the training process. In other words, if we wish to train for a specific form of flash-defect the entire algorithm much be retrained. This presents significant disadvantages as the training must be undertaken extemally to the camera.
C. Feature Extraction and Templates
Feature extraction approaches in which a detailed set of regional characteristics of an eye-defect region is matched to a template based regional scan of an image are also popular in the prior art. Although such feature & tempIate based techniques are relative fast they do not scale well and are not very good at detecting outliers. Adding additional templates to compensate for these deficiencies is not practical given the resource restrictions within a digital camera.
D. Novel Image Processing Techniques
Other novel image processing techniques, include the use of specular reflections to assist in locating the potential eyedefect regions. Although such techniques can locate a significant per-centage of flash-defects very quickly, there are still many outliers and cases where the specular reflection does not occur within an eye region and it is time-consuming to search a second time for these missed regions.
Each of these approaches has benefits and drawbacks. On a desktop computer, with relatively "unlimited" resources it makes sense to use the most sophisticated image-processing techiques available. However the requirements for incorporation of an algorithm into a camera and to support real-time detection bctionality on an embedded platform with more limited resources and processing capabilities are significantly different.
A PRACTICAL IN-CAMERA ALGORITHM
Many of these prior art techniques are useful in refining the results of the algorithm after the initial set of potential flashdefect regions have been determined. However, we have found that the best first-pass methodology is actually to segment the image based on a number of color thresholding criteria. This operation can be performed extremely quickly compared with other techniques and, when correctly implemented within an embedded system it reduces the memory requirement to practically zero.
After this initial segmentation process the detected regions are subjected to a range of additional image processing filters to reduce false positives and determine additional data relating to the surviving regions. These filters incorporate a number of prior art techniques and some novel methods which assist in the detection of outlier defect-regions. (There are actually quite a few different categories of non-red flash defects!) Some typical results for execution time and memory requirements for the algorithm are described in the next section.
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IV. TEST RESULTS
A statistidy mixed batch of 500 flash-defect images have been used for this analysis. The detection has been performed on down-sampled image data of 1 . Megapixel (1024x768 pixels) and the correction is applied to the hi1 resolution image data -typically 3.1 Megapixels (2048~1600pixels)~
A. Working Memory Usage
Working memory size varies depending on the complexity of the image data; however it does not grow significantly with an increase in the image size. This is possible because the design of the flash-defect detection algorithm is such that it eliminates 95-98% of image data on its first segmentation pass. Typical program memory size for a general purpose operating system is between 30KB and 70KB. The size varies slightly based on the target system environment and supported image format( s) .
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C. Execution Time Requirements
We have performed execution timing tests for the same set of images on a number of target CPUs. The results presented here are for a 74MHz ARM 7 which is typical of a low-end consumer camera, with an average execution time of 1.84 seconds and a 264 MHz ARM 9 with an average execution time of 0.24 seconds. Execution times on a desktop PC are an order of magnitude faster.
1) ARM 7 (74MHz, 32 bit memory bus)
The following data represents the execution time for a typical embedded device based on an ARM7 processor, running at 74MHz. The system memory is 32 bit memory. The execution time will of course vary depending on the memory speed, size of cache, etc, of the target embedded system. 2) ARM 9 (266MHz, 32 bit memory bus) The following data represents the execution time for a typical embedded device. The used processor is an ARM9, running at 266MHz. The execution time will of course vary depending both on the image being analyzed and the nature of the target embedded system. 
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